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Behind every cosmetic is a look the user wants to achieve, whether that be a 

complete transformation or a subtle touch-up. For anti-ageing products, the desired 

look is obvious; to look younger. However, with no other audience being sold 

products to conceal the signs of their age, it can be argued anti-ageing products 

have become less about filling gaps in the market and more about avoiding the 

market itself [2]. Whilst every beauty product relies to some degree on the 

exploitation of an insecurity, my question is as to whether anti-aging marketing is 

more exploitative than any other market. 

The research methods used varied throughout this investigation. I wanted to 

investigate a multiple age ranges for a variety of perceptions on anti-ageing 

products. Whilst it is inaccurate to say older age ranges do not use technology or 

are less familiar with it, internet habits do vary depending on age [3]. Subsequently, 

my initial research method was fifteen surveys online and fifteen taken by hand in 

order to control the amount of data I was gathering. The survey can be found at the 

following: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdFibPuK540zaPGmfRdOenqFt-

Z9lGbSK7ZrfqWEHDVl5rcMA/closedform  

 

The surveys by hand were conducted near to anti-aging product retailers such as 

Boots and Superdrug, in order to address those who were more likely to use them, 

however after three days, I had only received two and a half results (one participant 

felt she could not complete the survey “accurately”). At this point the decision was 

made to go purely online, placing the survey in online communities where older 

adults were more frequent. ‘Porthcawl First’, a Facebook page for residents of the 

Bridgend County, was found to be the ideal place. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdFibPuK540zaPGmfRdOenqFt-Z9lGbSK7ZrfqWEHDVl5rcMA/closedform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdFibPuK540zaPGmfRdOenqFt-Z9lGbSK7ZrfqWEHDVl5rcMA/closedform


 

Screen grab of the Facebook Group, Porthcawl First 

 

Kingdom, United. 2019. “Porthcawl (Community, United Kingdom) – Population Statistics, 

Charts, Map And Location”. Citypopulation.De. https://www.citypopulation.de/php/uk-

parishes-wales.php?adm2id=W04000645. [1] 

 

https://www.citypopulation.de/php/uk-parishes-wales.php?adm2id=W04000645
https://www.citypopulation.de/php/uk-parishes-wales.php?adm2id=W04000645


Within a day, 88 surveys had been completed, with only two participants aborting 

the survey, later feeding back they felt none of the answers were applicable to 

them. Whilst a more equal distribution of gender would have been ideal, there was 

a much wider variety of ages among the 86 women: 2 men spread, and this could 

be indicative of men feeling less pressured to use cosmetics across all multiple age 

groups. 

 

 



One of the first indicators towards people’s thoughts on anti-ageing products could 

be interpreted from people’s willingness to do the survey online rather than face-to-

face. When introducing my survey in person, I described it as a survey on ageing to 

catch attention quicker. This seemed to be a deterrent, with the two who did 

participate occasionally hesitant to answer. Online however, where I was able to 

more clearly articulate the survey, not only was there a dramatic increase in 

participants, but also a noticeable change in what they were willing to share in both 

the survey and the comments below. Whilst this does not prove my theory of anti-

ageing marketing being exploitative, it does suggest a stigma or discomfort when 

talking about age that is neutralised when in the presence of others in the same 

category or when anonymous. 

Of the participants, just under three quarters said they used anti-ageing products. 

Support for my hypothesis comes from the responses to the optional second part of 

this question, where I asked them about this choice. 

 

Wordle Compilation of the 68 people’s responses as to why they did or did not use 

anti-ageing products 



Whilst some took the opportunity to vocalise their scepticism toward anti-ageing 

products, many of the answers pertained to combatting age, not looking old, 

looking young or younger, and preventing. This suggests the goal of anti-ageing 

users has become to look unlike their age rather than look good for their age, giving 

testament to the rhetoric that the old-age market is one you do not want to look 

apart of. 

My earlier research into the work of Williams, Wadleigh and Ylänne had become the 

foundation for a theory in this investigation; anti-ageing is not just marketed as an 

optional beauty enhancer, but as medicinal, to suggest to audiences that anti-

ageing is something they should do for their health [4]. Question 8 began to address 

this theory, by asking participants whether they searched for particular chemicals in 

anti-ageing products that are not marketed to other areas. 36% of participants said 

they did not look for them or did not know their function. This question was 

inconclusive. However, in Question 11, ‘Who influences your purchase of anti-ageing 

products the most’, nearly half of participants said Doctors, GPs and Pharmacists 

were the first or second most influential to them. More participants again Agreed 

with the statement that looking young was important to both feeling young and 

feeling healthy, evidencing a shared and endorsed belief that there is a correlation 

with looking younger, being younger and being fit and healthy. 

 



 

Unfortunately the difficulties I had in gathering data in person in this investigation 

means my research lacks a comparative element and subsequently cannot be used 

to definitively support the hypothesis that ant-ageing marketing is more exploitative. 

It does however give grounds to the suggestion that anti-ageing products are 

marketed noticeably differently to other cosmetics. This investigation could be 

enhanced through Content Analysis and Focus Groups, not only to determine what 

marketing exists, but also what impact it is having on the target audience. 
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